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Ten years after Samanosuke slew the demon king Fortinbras, a new hero arrives with the mystic
power to incarcerate the souls of evil into a gauntlet. He and a group of samurais set out to destroy
remnant demons and defeat Lord Nobunaga. Ten years after Samanosuke Akechi slew the demon
king Fortinbras, a new hero arrives with the mystic power to incarcerate the souls of evil into a
gauntlet. He and a group of samurais set out to destroy remnant demons and defeat Lord Nobunaga,
who escaped after the fall of the demon realm when Fortinbras was killed, before horror is brought
into the world. Onimusha 2 was a good game. First,it teaches players how to share what they have
to others. Second,if you choose to give the gift items that you found and bought including swords
and armors to a specific sub character,then that character will help you in times of need.Third, this
game provides many choices on events and characters. Finally,this game has many surprises and
playing sub characters isn't limited.You just need to trade from the sub characters and they will show
up and become playable.

In conclusion, I give this game a 10/10 for the art of patience and creativity.

I also look forward for the next Onimusha. Thanks to the designer and the author for designing this
game. Jubei,Samonosuke and the sub characters showed what their true purpose in the story.
Onimusha 2 is not a bad game, it is very well made and the late Yusaku Matsuda as Jubei looks well
done. The inclusion of friends puts to shame the solitude of Onimusha 3, and adds relief to the
already tense plot. The story is well done, and this game does not suffer from bad sequel syndrome.
Why do I mention that? Well, some people thought spamming the same message that said this game
was bad would give them some sort of ego boost to their Samanosuke Fanboy-hood. The gameplay
is limited to the D-Pad, buttons, and the R1/R2,L1/L2. I've had this game for well over two years, and
I still enjoy it. It offers various side-stories and gives a dark tone to a dark game. No more, "I'm Luke
Skywalker, I'm here to rescue you." crap that came about with Samanosuke. No, this samurai is out
for revenge, and you will see him suffer despite his victory(spoiler? Well, you'd expect there to be a
victory since Onimusha 3 came out.) I give this game a 9/10. The only problem was that some of the
voice acting was a problem, I still enjoyed the voices, but they could have been done better. Go now
and play this game, unless you cross me worse then death! a5c7b9f00b 
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